Introducing the new

Fast. Easy. Versatile.

Three times faster growth. No hassle.
This is a reality with Tregren’s new
T3, T6 and T12 kitchen gardens.

Compact. Effortless.

The joy of simplicity is our
guiding star when we develop

Tregren’s T3, T6 and T12 are controlled

products for your home.

through the intuitive SmartGardener
app. The SmartGardener app controls

In our new T series we have taken this

the Active Growing Technology™

philosophy further than ever.

developed by Tregren.

With the T series you get great yields

The Active Growing Technology™

growing conditions for the specific

without any prior experience in

builds upon the latest advances in the

plants you grow.

growing your greens – and no effort is

growing light technology, optimized

required to take care of your plants.

hydroponics and the use of specially

The software includes settings that

designed nutrients.

adjust the light, the irrigation and the

the optimal combination of light,
water and nutrients, providing ideal

Tregren’s T3, T6 and T12 kitchen

nutrients to suit the plants you are

gardens are all equipped with

The intuitive SmartGardener app,

growing in your kitchen garden. No

intelligent software that ensure the

together with Active Growing

prior knowledge of gardening

plants you grow will flourish.

Technology™ maintain

is needed.

Fast

Easy

Versatile

The SmartGardener app together

Minimal effort is needed to ensure

Tregren’s T series is all about freedom

with Active Growing Technology™

high and stable yields. Less than 15

of choice, what you grow and how. You

ensure ideal growing conditions for

minutes of monthly maintenance is

can grow herbs, vegetables or flowers.

your plants resulting in three times

enough for the plants to flourish. Add

Choose to use pre-grown plants in

faster growth compared to traditional

water weekly and nutrients monthly

pots or grow from seeds or cuttings in

growing methods.

concurrently with change of water.

growing media.

Tregren T3 is a compact kitchen garden
that accommodates three plants and
features the latest advances in indoor
gardening. Being energy saving,

dimensions

L:193mm W:175mm H:440mm
growing options

number of plants

Up to 3
growing medium

intelligent and ecological, the T3 kitchen

Seeds

Pots with soil, up to Ø15cm

garden takes a new approach to indoor

Pre-grown plants

Tregren Seed Pods

gardening; incorporating innovative

Cuttings

Rock wool or Coco peat

technologies, effortless usability and
contemporary design into a unified
product.
Tregren T3 is the perfect product
for small households and for those

power

100V-240V, 50/60HZ, 2A, 8W

a p p c o m pat i b i l i t y

Android and iOS

colours

new to indoor gardening. Easy to
set up, easy to take care of and
guaranteed success enabled by Active
Growing Technology™ and the Smart
Gardener app.

Snow White, Anthracite Grey, Jet Black, Ferrari Red, Granny Smith Green

Family Friendly.

Tregren T6 is the ideal kitchen garden
for families as it accommodates
six plants and features the latest
advances in indoor gardening.

dimensions

L:345mm W:175mm H:440mm
growing options

Maximum Yield.

number of plants

Up to 6
growing medium

Tregren T12 is the big yield kitchen
garden that accommodates twelve
plants and features the latest
advances in indoor gardening.

dimensions

L:645mm W:175mm H:440mm
growing options

number of plants

Up to 12
growing medium

Seeds

Pots with soil, up to Ø15cm

Being energy saving, smart and

Seeds

Pots with soil, up to Ø15cm

ecological, the T6 takes a new

Pre-grown plants

Tregren Seed Pods

ecological, Tregren T12 takes a

Pre-grown plants

Tregren Seed Pods

approach to indoor gardening;

Cuttings

Rock wool or Coco peat

new approach to indoor gardening;

Cuttings

Rock wool or Coco peat

Being energy saving, smart and

incorporating innovative technologies,
effortless usability and contemporary
design into a unified product.
With the T6 you and your family
can have all your favorite herbs

incorporating innovative technologies,
power

100V-240V, 50/60HZ, 2A, 8W

a p p c o m pat i b i l i t y

Android and iOS

colours

effortless usability and contemporary
design into a unified product.
Tregren T12 is designed for highyield households and public places

growing in your kitchen all year round.

where continous harvest is needed.

Easy to set up, easy to take care of

Easy to set up, easy to take care of

and guaranteed success enabled by
Active Growing Technology™ and the
SmartGardener app.

power

100V-240V, 50/60HZ, 2A, 8W

a p p c o m pat i b i l i t y

Android and iOS

colours

and guaranteed success enabled by
Snow White, Anthracite Grey, Jet Black, Ferrari Red, Granny Smith Green

Active Growing Technology™ and the
SmartGardener app.

Snow White, Anthracite Grey, Jet Black, Ferrari Red, Granny Smith Green

SmartGardener and
Active Growing Technology™

Tregren
Tregren Ltd is a leading Finnish clean
tech company specialized in developing
and producing ecological, contemporary
and convenient indoor gardens based
on Active Growing Technology™.

Smart Gardener app

Active Growing Technology™

soilless aquatic-based environment,

Every plant has its own special needs.

To put it simple, with Active Growing

where nutrients are distributed via

Some plants need a lot of water when

Technology™ all of us can enjoy fresh

water. Compared to basic passive

others don’t. Some plants need more

herbs, lettuce and vegetables in our

growing methods, where water and

light than others and some need to

homes all year round.

nutrients are distributed through
capillary action, the plants grow three

grow in a nutrient rich environment
to flourish whereas for others this is

Active Growing Technology™

times faster with Active Growing

harmful.

developed by Tregren is similar to

Technology™.

the method greenhouses use with
The SmartGardener app configures

hydroponics. We have combined

The tripled growth speed is enabled

your Tregren T series kitchen garden

our vast understanding of indoor

by Active Growing Technology™ which

to fit the needs of the specific plants

gardening with the industrial use of

is a result of combining an optimal

you are growing with only one click.

hydroponics to create products that

light spectrum, hydroponics where

make indoor gardening easy and

water and nutrients are distributed

successful even for beginners.

by a specially designed pumping

Based on our research and vast

mechanism. In other words, we have

experience we have created an
intuitive application that will configure

The Active Growing Technology™ is a

created the perfect growing conditions

your kitchen garden to create the

state of the art hydroponic cultivation

for the plants.

perfect growing conditions for the

system where plants are grown in a

plants you grow.
The SmartGardener app is unique
as it takes care of all the aspects of

growing light

At Tregren, we believe that the food

consumers and businesses. Today we

R&D efforts are the key factors to our

production is constantly moving closer

are one of the leading indoor garden

successful products. The superior

towards the consumer. Our objective is

companies in Europe.

consumer experience of our products

growing plants. You can even create

to develop and manufacture consumer

your own plant programs within

products for urban gardening.

minutes.

is a result of the Active Growing
Our operation started in Finland in

Technology™ platform we have

2010. Since then, we have expanded

developed.

Urban gardening products for

to 15 countries and sold products to

consumers are indoor gardens;

more than 40 countries.

products for home- and kitchen

planter

f r e s h wat e r
and nutrients

With our latest addition to urban
gardening, the SmartGardener app, we

gardening. Tregren’s indoor gardens

Tregren’s first product, the Herbie

can push the envelop even further and

represent contemporary Nordic

indoor garden, was introduced in

enable consumers to grow almost any

design, where functionality and design

September 2010. Since then, we

plant successfully.

merge into solid and sound consumer

have sold hundreds of thousands

products.

of products we developed and

Currently we offer three different

manufactured.

product lines Herbie, Genie and the

Our aim is to become the leading

T series. These are complemented

manufacturer and the forerunner of

Consumer understanding combined

urban gardening products for both

with continuous, multidisciplinary

with a wide range of accessories.

HERBIE

GENIE

Classic.

Convenient. Genius.

Herbie is already a classic among

Herbie is designed to be used with

guarantees a quick growth and large

Genie is a small and sophisticated

Genie can be used both indoors

Genie is designed to be used with

kitchen gardens with its stylish design

herbs bought from any grocery store

harvests.

herb garden designed for both

as well as outdoors. Powered by

plants grown elsewhere or grown from

and superior usability. The Active

or with plants grown elsewhere. You

outdoor and indoor use, utilizing

batteries, the smart watering system

seeds. You can fit pots with a diameter

Growing Technology™ ensures that

can fit pots with a diameter of up to

All of this with less than 15 minutes of

Active Growing Technology™.

enables wireless usability and

of up to 15cm in Genie. Genie comes

the different types of plants flourish

11cm in Herbie. Herbie is also well-

maintenance per month and without

mobility. The specially designed

with the latest growing light to

without any extra effort from you.

suited for growing your own plants

the need of previous experience.

Genie is designed for a wide variety

nutrients ensure a continuously high

improve the yield.

Herbie is perfect as a kitchen

from seeds.

Consequently, Herbie is a frontrunner

of plants, from flowers to vegetables.

yield without any extra effort.

in the indoor garden market.

The Active Growing Technology™

garden as it fits up to six plants.
The smart watering system and the

Herbie combines minimalist design

ensures that the different types of

specially designed nutrients ensure

and effortless functionality in one

plants flourish without any extra effort

a continuously high yield without any

solid product. The highly developed

from you.

extra effort.

Active Growing Technology™

Seed Pods

The newest additions to our seed pods
product line are strawberries, tomatoes,
jalapeño and habanero. These come
with bigger seed pods that ensure that
even the highest plants will stand firmly
in your Tregren kitchen garden.

Tregren’s Seed Pods are an easy and

pellet has a diameter of 5 cm, and when

as it is placed in water. The package

effective way to grow herbs and salads

placed in water they expand to a height

contains two seed pods. Fresh herbs

ecologically. Seed pods are compressed

of 6 cm. Unused seed pods remain

and lettuces are ready for cooking and

ecological peat pellets, containing just

usable for many years, and are ready to

eating in 3-8 weeks, depending on

the right amount of seeds. The peat

grow fresh herbs and salads as soon

the plant.

Basil

Bloody Sorrel

Coriander

Dill

Lemon Basil

Lettuce

Lollo Rosso

Mint

Oregano

Nutrients
Tregren’s nutrients ensure

Tregren offers two different nutrients,

a superior taste and growth

one for herbs & lettuce and one for

from your greens. We

fruits & flowers. We have developed

strongly recommend that

these two nutrients to ensure optimal

you add the nutrients when

yields for the different varieties of

changing the water in your

plants.

kitchen garden.
Our nutrients are developed especially
for hydroponics. It’s packed in dosage
bags to make it easy to use and so
Parsley

Rocket

Sage

that the plants will always get the
correct amount of nutrients. The water
in Tregren’s kitchen gardens should
be changed every 3-4 weeks at which
time one dosage bag of nutrient
shall be added. The nutrient includes
potassium, nitrogen, phosphorus,
minerals and additives.

Tarragon

Thyme

Your choice

Follow us on
FACEBOOK · instagram · YOUTUBE · Twitter

@ TreGREN

